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A uszug

An einem Kristall von Akanthit (f3-Ag2S) von Freiberg i. Sa. wurde die

Raumgruppe P21/n bestimmt; die Gitterkonstanten sind a = 4,23 A, b = 6,91 A,
c = 7,87 A, f3 = 99° 35'. Die Elementarzelle enthiiJt 4 Ag2S. AIle Atome nehmen
allgemeine Punktlagen ein mit Ag(I) in x = 0,758, Y = 0,015, z = 0,305;
Ag(II) in x = 0,285, Y = 0,320, z = 0,435 und S in x = 0,359, Y = 0,239,
z = 0,134.

Akanthit hat wie auch der Argentit (a-Ag2S) ein raumzentriertes Gitter; die

Atomanordnung ist jedoch bei beiden ganz verschieden. Das durch Abkiihlen
aus a-Ag2S entstehende f3-Ag2S setzt sich aus kleinen Bereichen zusammen, in
denen eine der Richtungen [103]*, [121]* und [121]* eines Bereichs parallel
einer der beiden anderen Richtungen benachbarter Bereiche verliiuft.

Abstract

The space group of a single crystal of naturally occurring acanthite (f3-Ag2S)
from Freiberg, Saxony, was found to be monoclinic P21/n; the cell constants
were determined as a = 4.23 A, b = 6.91 A, c = 7.87 A, 13 = 99° 35'. There are
4 (Ag2S) per unit cell and all atoms lie on the following fourfold general positions.
Ag(I): x = 0.758, Y = 0.015, z = 0.305; Ag(II): x = 0.285, Y = 0.320,

z = 0.435; and S at x = 0.359, Y = 0.239, z = 0.134.
Acanthite has, in common with argentite (a-Ag2S), a body-centered cubic

arrangement of the sulfur atoms, although the arrangement of the silver atoms
in the two polymorphs is quite different. When crystals are cooled from a to 13,
the crystals of 13contain many small domains related to each other in orientation
by having the directions [103]*, [121]* and [121]* in one domain parallel to

other combinations of these directions in the other domains.

Introduction

At room temperature silver sulfide forms monoclinic crystals known
to mineralogists as acanthite. The crystallography of this phase has
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been much discussed in the literature, the most recent and comprehen-

sive study being that of RAMSDELLl. However, no complete structure

determination has been attempted.

Above 173 0 C the stable phase of silver sulfide (iX-Ag2S) is body-
centered cubic. The mineralogists have labeled as argentite those
crystals having cubic morphology, although the cubic structure is

never retained at room temperature, and these specimens are actually

acanthite pseudomorphic after argentite. The,structure of the IX phase
was determined by RAHLFS2 from four lines on a powder photograph

taken at 250 ° C. It was described as a structttre in which the sulfur

atoms occupy the corners and center (0 0 0; ~..~..~) of a 4.88 A cubic
cell, and in which the silver atoms are statistically distributed in the

following 42 positions:
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where u = 5/8.

The structure of acanthite

RAMSDELLdetermined the cell constants as follows 1:

a = 9.47 A, b = 6.92 A, c = 8.28 A, {3= 124°.

The space group symmetry was determined as B 21/c (C~h)' With the
density of 7.22 the cell contains 8 Ag2S. Although this orientation of
the cell may have certain advantages, especially in describing the twin-
ning, the adoption of a primitive cell related to RAMSDELL'S cell by

~ 0 ~/O1 01~ 0 ~is to be preferred. The cell constants for this new orien-
tation were redetermined from a sample of acanthite from Freiberg,
Saxony (Harvard University Museum No. 81814) by the BUERGER
precession technique using MoK IX = 0.710 A as follows:

a = 4.23 A, b = 6.91, c = 7.87, {3= 99°35'.
1 L. S. RAMSDELL, The crystallography of acanthite, Ag2S. Amer. Mineralo-

gist 28 (1943) 401-425.
2 P. RAHLFS, Uber die kubischen Hochtemperaturmodifikationen der

Sulfide, Selenide und Telluride des Silbers und des einwertigen Kupfers.
Z. physik. Chern. B 31 (1936) 157-194.
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The space group in the new orientation is P 21/n, and with a cell
volume of 226.8 A3 the cell contains 4 Ag2S.

To obtain a single crystal for the purposes of determining inten-
sities, it was necessary to fracture a small twinned Freiberg crystal at
liquid-nitrogen temperature. The best tiny fragment chosen had but a
trace of an unoriented crystal on it and was highly irregular in shape.
This gave rise to strong anisotropic absorption for which no correction
could be easily made. Intensity data for the a axis, zero, first, second
and third levels were gathered by an equi-inclination GEIGER-counter
spectrometer using CUKiX radiation. The data were corrected for
LORENTZand polarization factors by the accepted method 3.

c

b

b

Q

Fig. 1. PATTERSON projections of acanthite on (010), (100) and (001)

3 M. J. BUERGER and G. KLEIN, Correction of X-ray diffraction intensities
for LORENTZ and polarization factors. J. Appl. Physics 16 (1945) 406-418.



x y Z

Ag1 0.758 0.015 0.305
Fig. 2. 0.483, 0.113 M(xz)

BUERGER minimum
Agn 0.285 0.320 0.435

map of acanthite
S 0.359 0.239 0.134
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The silver atoms were located from PATTERSON projections on the

three cell faces (Fig. 1) with the aidofa 0.483, 0.133M(xz) BUERGER

minimum map 4 (Fig. 2) and HARKER-PATTERSON sections P(xyO) and

P(xYl)'
From the parameters of the silver atoms the signs of over 80 %of the

reflections could be determined. Using only these reflections, electron-
density projections were plotted on the (001), (010), and (100) faces.
From these projections the silver positions could be confirmed but the
sulfur positions could not be distinguished from the false detail about
the silver peaks.

To distinguish between the sulfur peaks and the false detail a
second set of electron-density projections was constructed on the same
planes using the same terms as used for the above projections except
that the F values were calculated from THOMAS-FERMI scattering
factors of the silver positions alone. The sulfur peaks could be identified
as those peaks present on the original projections but not present on
the second set.

All positions were further refined by
successive electron-density maps using all
observed terms, and finally by least-squares
refinement using the LB.lVI. 704 computer
as set up by the Service Bureau Corporation
of New York. The final electrondensity
projections on the three cell faces are
shown in Fig. 3. All atoms are located on
the fourfold general positions x, Y, z;
-x, -Y, -z; x +L ~--y, z +~; and
~-x, Y +}, ~-z. The final parameters are
listed in Table 1. In Table 2 the intensities
for all spots of non-zero intensity, as
calculated from these parameters, are

Table 1. Parameters of acanthite

c

---

t M. J. BUERGER, A new approach to crystal-structure analysis. Acta
Crystallogr. 4 (1951) 531-544.

10*
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compared with those observed. The standard discrepancy factor R
is 0.27, and the final isotropic temperature factors are BAg1 = 1.01;

BAgn = 1.16; Bs = 0.93.

a

c

b

a ~Ir~
~~,~

Fig. 3. Electron-density projections of acanthite on (010), (100) and (001)

The structure

The structure of acanthite is ilJustrated in Fig. 4a and 4 b. The sulfur
atoms are arranged in a slightly distorted body-centered cubic array
with one of the twofold axes of the cube parallel to [010], the 21 axis of
the monoclinic space group. The faces ofthe cube lie in the (103), (121),
and (121) planes. The average length ofthe cell edge of this sulfur cube
is 4.86 A. There is an almost planar distribution of the sulfur atoms
perpendicular to the b axis. One of the Ag atoms lies either a little
above or a little below the plane, and is triangularly coordinated to
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three sulfurs at 2.50 A, 2.61 A and 2.69 A respectively. The other Ag
atom lies half way between the planes, and links them together by
having one close sulfur In the plane above and one in the plane below
at 2.49 Aand 2.52 A. Table 3 presents a list of the interatomic distances.

Table 2. Calculated and observed intensit'ies for non-zero reflections
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Polymorphism and twinning
When Ag2S crystallizes above 173 0 argentite crystals with cubic

symmetry and morphology are formed. Upon cooling, a single crystal
of argentite rapidly inverts to a polycrystalline body of acanthite



Atom Neighbor Distance

Ag[ Agr 3.41; :~.56; 3.57

Agll 3.04; 3.12; 3.14; 3.19
S 2.49; 2.52; 3.07

AgJI Agn 3.15; 3.73
S 2.50; 2.61; 2.69

S S 4.08; 4.09; 4.15; 4.19
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while retaining the cubic morphology. After the transformation one
twofold axis of the cube is retained as the twofold screw or b axis ofthe
monoclinice acanthite. As there are six twofold axes to a cube there are
also six possible orientations the acanthite can take with respect to the
argentite morphology. The usual case is to have several, if not all, of
these orientations as small intergrowing domains.
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Fig. 4. The structure of acanthitc, dark circles represent sulfur atoms, light
circles silver atoms. (a) Orthogonal projection pcrpendicular to the b axis;

(b) Projection inclined 200 to b axis. y co-ordinates in A

Table 3. Some interatomic distances in acanthite

Fig. 5 will serve to illustrate the domain structure of a small cube
of "argentite" from Freiberg, Saxony (Harvard University Museum
No. 93079). Fig. 5a shows the zero-level, a axis BUERGER precession
photograph of argentite taken above 2000 C. Fig. 5 b is a picture taken
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at the same setting ofthe same crystal at room temperature. Fig. 5c is a
zero-level, [103]* direction, precession picture of a single crystal of
acanthite. It can be seen that if Fig. 5 c were rotated 900 about the
precession axis, [103]*, and superimposed upon itself it would produce
Fig. 5 b. The pictures taken by precessing about the other morphologi-
cal cube axes are identical to that of Fig. 5 b.

Attempts to find a statistical arrangement of the silver atoms for
the high-temperature form based upon the silver positions in the low
form did not yield calculated intensities as close to the observed
intensities as those determined by RAHLFS for the parameters men-
tioned in the introduction of this paper.

Fig. 5. BUERGER precession photo-
graphs of Ag2S (Mo Ka).

(a) Zero level a axis of argentite

abovc 2000 C.

(b) Same setting as (a) at room

temperature.

(c) Zero level [103]* of acanthite

5b

5a

5c
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